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Danube Angels finalize financing round for the Czech company
BramborKing s.r.o.
Danube Angels GmbH, the financing network from Vienna, and the founders have
successfully completed BramborKing’s financing round. The investors of Danube Angels
invested in a non-public offer in autumn 2018 a considerable amount in equity and thus
hold a 33,36% stake in the Czech company. With this investment BramborKing will be able
to open a second restaurant in one of the largest shopping centres in Central Europe,
Chodov mall in Prague. Following the investment, the new restaurant will be officially
opened on December 8th, 2018. Under the concept of “Smart Money”, BramborKing will
benefit in addition from the network of the Danube Angels Partners when preparing the
franchise concept for further expansion.
BramborKing s.r.o.
BramborKing s.r.o. has its seat in Prague and was founded by Alexander Zaytsev and Egor Vorobev.
The company started operations in 2017, by opening its first restaurant in the shopping centre Eden
in Prague 10. Under the slogan and promise of the company “fresh, tasty and hot!” BramborKing
combines the essence of front cooking with fast food from fresh ingredients, which is unique on the
Czech market. The main product is a 500 gram calibrated potato with four different fillings and with
the option of up to 16 fresh salads. A meal in four easy steps: 1) The potato of a Dutch variety named
Melody 2) is baked right in front of the eyes of the customer 3) is filled up with cheese, butter and
other optional fillings 4) and complemented with a delicious mix of fresh salads, freshly and
immediately prepared after ordering by the customer.
The equity investment by the Danube Angel investors allowed for the completion for the new
restaurant in Chodov, one of the largest shopping malls in Central and Eastern Europe. The business
planning foresees further growth by exploring opportunities with new own shops and the
development of a franchise system alike.

Danube Angels GmbH
Danube Angels GmbH was founded in 2017 by four partners, who already own successful companies
in the fields of tax advisory, business consulting, legal advice and financing, to make use of the new
legal possibilities of crowd financing (“crowd-investing”) in Austria. Danube Angels GmbH has set
itself the goal of bundling the expertise of the respective fields of the partners and thus creating
significant added value for investors and target companies. Instead of the often unmanaged crowd,
there is a network of well-informed investors – network beats crowd.

Questions/contact/webpage
BramborKing s.r.o.
Managing directors Alexander Zaytsev and
Egor Vorobev
Chudenická 1058/32
102 00 Prague 102
+420 775 392 375
http://www.bramborking.com
alex@bramborking.com

Danube Angels GmbH
Managing director Paul G. Putz, MBA
Otto-Bauer-Gasse 4/4
1060 Vienna
+43 664 521 04 84
http://www.danubeangels.com/en
info@danubeangels.com

